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Curry Up Now 

"Indian Fast Food"

Every country or cuisine boasts of a street food culture, and India is no

exception to this. The local fast food staple that is enjoyed by Indians is

served right here in Palo Alto at the Curry Up Now restaurant. This

establishment serves exotic varieties of street food that are appealing to

the eyes as well as palate. Samosas, Aloo Tikki, Kathi Rolls and similar

other snacks are served along with tasty chutneys. And, it also has Tex-

Mex flavors incorporated in its menu comprising dishes like Thee

Unburger, Aloo Parantha Quesadillix, burritos with unique fillings like

tikka masala or paneer. If things are too spicy, order desserts or simply opt

for the chilled lassis. Curry Up Now also has special vegan, vegetarian and

kids menu that takes care of dietary requirements. If you have no time to

visit this restaurant, catch-up with its food trucks schedule and enjoy tasty

Indian fare near your office or home.

 +1 650 278 4888  curryupnow.com/restaura

nts

 orders@curryupnow.com  321 Hamilton Avenue, Palo

Alto CA

 by Devika_smile   

Amber Dhara 

"Best of India"

Serving the diverse Indian cuisine is an almost impossible feat! However,

Amber Dhara restaurant has made an attempt to present the essence of

India's culinary platter, and given its popularity it has certainly excelled in

its endeavor. The modern decor sans any clutter or heavy look is easy on

the eyes and mind, lending the place a relaxed vibe. While perusing

through the menu, patrons will realize that the dishes from different

region of India have been incorporated. One can enjoy fare like Papdi

Chat, Lahsooni Saag & Paneer, Bengali Fish Curry, Skewer Roasted Lamb

& Jalapeño Seekh Kebab or Gun Powder Crusted Scallops. And, while

gorging on the mains, do keep some space for desserts that include Kala

Jamun and Rasmalai. In a nutshell, if you want to savor Indian dishes

amidst a casual yet elegant ambiance, Amber Dhara is your best bet.

 +1 650 329 9644  amber-india.com/#/paloalt

o/home

 info.ad@amber-india.com  150 University Avenue, Palo

Alto CA

 by gillnisha   

Darbar Cuisine 

"Infused with Indian Flavors"

With its warm orange façade, brown carpeting, long buffet tables, Indian

artwork and ceramic sculptures depicting Indian musicians, Darbar

Cuisine sets the mood for savoring authentic South Asian food. It has

bagged the title of Best Indian Restaurant for three consecutive years.

Lunch is served only on week days in the form of a buffet and the lunch

menu changes daily, reflecting that day's specials; whereas dinner is

available throughout the week. Guests can begin their meal with

appetizers such as Beef Samosa, Fish Pakora, Chicken Tikka and Tandoori

Prawns. The main course comprises of vegetarian dishes like Aloo Palak,

with potato and spinach, Navrattan Korma, a blend of nuts, vegetables,

spices and farmer's cheese, and non-vegetarian items like Lamb Biriani (a

rice dish) and Butter Chicken. One can also order sides like cucumber and

yogurt Raita and desserts such as Gulab Jamun and Kheer.
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